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Building and sustaining long-lasting relationships with new and existing customers based

within an assigned sales territory.Traveling within an assigned sales territory to conduct

face-to-face meetings with existing and potential customers.Continually meeting or

exceeding sales targets by selling company products to new and existing

customers.Developing and implementing an effective sales strategy to drive

sales.Maintaining an accurate record of all leads, customer accounts, and sales.Collaborating

with the marketing department to expand brand presence through the creation of suitable

marketing materials.Researching competitors' products and pricing as well as market

conditions.Keeping abreast of the latest industry developments by attending meetings,

training workshops, and industry events.Strategically negotiating with potential and existing

customers to close sales.Our Engineers are qualified and capable of designing the data

centers of any size using the latest software and prepare the engineering drawings using

latest version of Auto Cad after taking the inputs from the client and surveying the site. The

location of site, availability of power, environmental conditions etc are considered while

designing the data centers.Aber Data Systems (ADS) was established to address the

overwhelming demand of professional service providers in the fields of Power Protection

systems, Precision Air-conditioning, Data Center preparation and Infrastructure Cabling

Solutions.ADS are an engineering and IT infrastructure company that offers an integrated

approach to a varied scope of work which includes Data Center preparation, Design Supply &

Installation of Environmental Engineering and Power Protection Equipment, Engineered

Cabling Solutions & Precision Air-conditioning. The company focuses on providing total
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solutions to the following line of products and services.Due considerations will be given to

the LV/MV intake from utilities, Transformers, Switchgear, Generators, UPS, cooling, Floor

and partitions, safety and Security and communication cabling while designing the data

centers. We will also design the number of racks required, the power requirements for each

racks, the redundancy as well as the interconnecting fiber & copper cabling between

racks.ADS is an engineering company that offers an integrated approach to a varied scope of

work which includes Data Center preparation, Design Supply & Installation of Environmental

Engineering and Power Protection Equipment, Engineered Cabling Solutions & Precision Air-

conditioning. The company focuses on providing total solutions to the following line of

products and services.Power Protection Systems, Un-interruptible Power System, DC

Systems, Frequency Converters, Voltage Stabilizers/Power Conditioner, Battery, Diesel

Generators, Data Centre Preparation, Raised Access Floor, Closed Control Air Conditioning,

Environmental Monitoring Solutions, Leak Detection systems, Fire Protection System, Server

& Network Cabinets, Integrated Data, Voice & Video Network CablingAber Data Systems,

PO Box No: 43227, Phone: 00971-2-6442862, Fax: 00971-2-6442852, Abu Dhabi, UAE, Email:

info@aberdata.comReport This JobDisclaimer: Drjobs.aeis only a platform that connects

job seekers and employers. Applicants are advised to conduct their own independent

research into the credentials of the prospective employer.We always make certain that our

clients do not endorse any request for money payments, thus we advise against sharing any

personal or bank-related information with any third party. If you suspect fraud or

malpractice, please contact us via contact us page.Our goal is to make hiring as easy as possible.

We find the right talent for every company, ensuring that each candidate finds a job they

enjoy. Dr.Job FZ LLC provides 360-degree AI-powered recruiting and job search solutions. If

you are looking for a job and haven't found your chance yet, you can upload your profile on

our website and find thousands of opportunities globally!Our platform gives you the

flexibility you need to thrive in today's market by allowing you to apply for all different kinds of

jobs, whether they are full- or part-time, remote or on-site.
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